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We describe an optical method capable of tracking a single
fluorescent molecule with a flexible choice of high spatial accuracy
(∼10–20 nm standard deviation or ∼20–40 nm full-width-at-half-
maximum) and temporal resolution (<1 ms). The fluorescence
signal during individual passages of fluorescent molecules through
a spot of excitation light allows the sequential localization and
thus spatio-temporal tracking of the molecule if its fluorescence
is collected on at least three separate point detectors arranged
in close proximity. We show two-dimensional trajectories of indi-
vidual, small organic dye labeled lipids diffusing in the plasma
membrane of living cells and directly observe transient events
of trapping on <20 nm spatial scales. The trapping is cholesterol-
assisted andmuchmore pronounced for a sphingo- than for a phos-
phoglycero-lipid, with average trapping times of ∼15 ms and
<4 ms, respectively. The results support previous STED nanoscopy
measurements and suggest that, at least for nontreated cells, the
transient interaction of a single lipid is confined to macromolecular
dimensions. Our experimental approach demonstrates that fast
molecular movements can be trackedwith minimal invasion, which
can reveal new important details of cellular nano-organization.

single molecule ∣ tracking ∣ membrane dynamics ∣ lipid rafts

Many open questions in biology can be tackled only if the
dynamics of individual molecules can be observed noninva-

sively in vivo and at the appropriate spatial and temporal scale
(1–5). Over the years, specific labeling of the cell’s constituent
parts with fluorescent markers has enabled deeper understanding
in many areas of cell biology and allowed, for example, the spatio-
temporal tracking of single particles (6, 7). However, to reach the
desired spatial and temporal accuracy, single-particle tracking
often applies bright but large and clumsy signal markers, which
potentially influence the system under study. One notable exam-
ple is the dynamics of proteins and lipids in cellular membranes
and their organization into nanodomains, so-called “lipid rafts”
(8–12). Since their proposal, the question of the existence and
functional role of such cholesterol-mediated lipid assemblies
has caused much controversy (13–16). Owing to the lack of
suitable noninvasive techniques to detect these nanodomains
in living cells, their spatial extent has been estimated at some-
where in the range of 5–200 nm (17), that is between molecular
dimensions and the resolution limit of conventional fluorescence
microscopy. Camera-based tracking of single lipids could provide
more detailed insight (18–20). However, so far it either lacked
temporal resolution or it made use of rather large gold beads
as lipid labels, implying that the measurements may not give
comprehensive answers to the open questions. Recently, stimu-
lated-emission-depletion (STED) nanoscopy (21, 22), delivering
subdiffraction resolution in live cells, provided direct evidence
that certain lipids are transiently trapped in cholesterol-assisted
molecular complexes (23, 24). In those experiments, which
are evaluated by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS)
(25–28), one exploits the property of STED that the observation
area can be tuned continuously from a diffraction-limited dia-
meter (240 nm) down to in this case ∼30 nm in full-width-at-
half-maximum (FWHM). These studies revealed that the extent
of the area in which the lipids dwell during trapping is <20 nm in

diameter (23). Here, we present an optical single-molecule track-
ing approach that is capable of following the fast lipid movements
with minimal invasion. The setup is based on a confocal micro-
scope, where the confocal pinhole is replaced by at least three
separate point detectors arranged in close proximity. It allows
a flexible choice of high spatial accuracy (<30 nm) and temporal
resolution (<1 ms) for the use of small dye labeled lipids. Nano-
scale trapping of fluorescent lipid analogs in the plasma
membrane of living cells is revealed and is consistent with the
previous STED-FCS data. The area in which a single lipid dwells
during trapping is directly shown to be smaller in diameter than
20 nm; i.e., trapping occurs on macromolecular scales. The trap-
ping is much more pronounced for a sphingo- than for a phos-
phoglycero-lipid, with average trapping times of about 15 ms
and less than 4 ms, respectively. In contrast to camera-based lipid
tracking experiments, our approach allows a flexible choice of
spatial and temporal resolution and gives straight access to
spectroscopic parameters. It may reveal previously undescribed
important details of biological problems where dynamical mole-
cular nano-organization is crucial.

Results
Direct Access to Biomolecular Dynamics by Fast Tracking. We apply a
far-field epi-illumination confocal microscope in conjunction
with single-photon counting detectors. Fast sequential localiza-
tion and thus spatio-temporal tracking of individual molecules
is realized by collecting the fluorescence on at least three separate
point detectors arranged in close proximity (Fig. 1A). By choosing
the concentration of the fluorescent molecules low enough, we
ensure that within our focal area of observation at the most
one single fluorescent molecule is found at a time, which diffuses
and thus explores its surroundings. If the molecule passes through
the stationary focal area of our confocalized microscope, a burst
of fluorescence photons is elicited by 633 nm continuous-wave
laser excitation and imaged onto the input faces of three optical
fibers, each coupled to a different detector. The fibers are
arranged in closest packing such that their projection back into
sample space forms a triangle with overlapping detection point-
spread functions (PSFs) (Fig. S1). The use of several distinct
detection pinholes to obtain localizations was suggested (29, 30)
and also demonstrated (31, 32) with individual quantum dot
probes in conjunction with fast translational feedback motion
of the sample. Other sophisticated apparatus can track particles
“on-the-fly” in 3D by scanning one or several laser spots in
elliptical or circular orbits using feedback loops to keep the
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particle at the center of the observation field (33, 34). While these
schemes have enabled extended observation times of tens of
milliseconds to seconds, the rather large labels (quantum dots)
may potentially influence the system under study. By contrast,
our approach is equally well suited for small dye labels. As neither
scanning nor feedback is required, our setup is rather simple, just
using multiple pinholes, represented by the fibers, instead of a
single one. Because of the limited observation area (diameter
∼250 nm), the trajectories in our scheme are short, yet we collect
many hundreds of these trajectories in a measurement because
single molecules quickly enter and leave the focal area.

Knowing the relative detection efficiencies of the three detec-
tor channels for objects placed at different points in the focal
plane, the position of the fluorescent molecule can be traced from
the signal distribution on the three detectors. To this end, we es-
tablished a reference map (Fig. 1B) by scanning a fluorescent
bead through the focus and recording the three detector signals
as a function of the bead position. The single-molecule experi-
ments were then performed as follows (see SI Text): Traces of
photon data with information on single-photon arrival times
and identification of the corresponding detector channel (1, 2,
or 3) were recorded during typically 5–10 min. Individual
molecular transits were identified (Fig. 2A) as the fluorescence
bursts exceeding a threshold level of fivefold the background
signal (offset) during the measurement. Binning photons, either
in fixed time-steps or in groups of a fixed total photon number N
per localization step, yields three count values S1, S2 and S3 in
channels 1 to 3, respectively (Fig. 2B). This triple ðS1; S2; S3Þ is
compared to the reference map to find the coordinates ðx; yÞ
where it best matches the reference triple fðR1; R2; R3Þg encoding
the relative detection efficiencies. The best agreements of all
recorded positions yield the trajectory fðx; yÞg ¼ ~rðtÞ of the mole-
cule (Fig. 2C). Employing a single-photon counter instead of a
time-binned detector allows grouping the detected photons into
sets of a desired number N, which allows a more reliable estimate
of the accuracy of each localization. A point-like object (mole-
cule) emitting N photons may ideally be localized with an error
Δx;Δy≈FWHM · N−1∕2, where FWHM is that of the detection
PSF of the imaging system (35).

Localization Performance. Tests were performed to ensure that the
localized position by our method, i.e., the allocated x and y
coordinates based on photon data, is reliable and solely subject
to the known error. Depending on the number of photons utilized
in a single localization, the accuracy will vary. To demonstrate
this, isolated 24 nm-sized fluorescent beads at rest were localized
repeatedly utilizing a varying number of photons, and the spread
of 10,000 independent localizations in each case was examined
(Fig. 2D). The radial standard deviation σr ¼ ðσx · σyÞ1∕2≈
σx≈σy of the cloud of localized positions is a measure of the lo-
calization accuracy (SI Text) and was found to be σr ¼ 12.2 nm for
N ¼ 250 photons, scaling with N−1∕2 as expected. Fluorescent
beads scanned linearly through the observation region were
adequately localized (Fig. S2). The entirely background-free
measurements of immobilized beads represent the absolute lower
bound on the localization accuracy attainable with our apparatus.
We verified that the localization procedure does not introduce
any bias or inconsistency. The data triple ðR1; R2; R3Þ of each
point in the reference map was scaled to N photons. These scaled
triplets were used as signal fðS1; S2; S3Þg to be localized with the
same reference map. In the central region, the localized positions
deviated only by ∼3 nm or less from the known points (Fig. S3A).
These deviations jΔRj were thus insignificant compared with the
photon-limited position accuracy σr≈10 nm of our experiments.
An examination of >70; 000 localizations from single-molecule
transits shows that their distribution on the map exhibits no dis-
cernible structure and is deemed uniform (Fig. S3B). Plotting the
entry and exit points of ∼20; 000 trajectories shows that most
points reside on the periphery of the observation area (Fig. S4).
However, because of the burst selection criteria, some of the
entering molecules are first localized well on their way toward
the center and some will not leave the observation area at the
very edge. Comparing the number of nonperipheral localizations
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Fig. 1. Principle of fast confocalized single-molecule tracking. (A) Optical
arrangement. Fluorescence excited in the focal region is imaged onto a
quasi-confocal detection area of three densely packed fibers. Signals from
the connected three avalanche photodiodes (APDs) are recorded in a single-
photon counting mode. (B) Reference map encoding the relative distribution
of photon counts on the three detectors for a fluorescent object as a function
of position ðx; yÞ. This map was obtained by scanning a 40 nm fluorescent
bead over a 500 nm × 500 nm observation region and combining the count
information on all three channels. Colors denote detector affiliations.
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Fig. 2. (A–C) Spatio-temporal information on fast diffusing individual
molecules. (A) The fluorescence signal over time is detected on all three
detectors. Molecular transits through the observation spot are identified
and selected as bursts (Red) in fluorescence signal. (B) Comparison of the sig-
nal values ðS1; S2; S3Þ of a selected burst with the reference map fðR1; R2; R3Þg
by a maximum likelihood scheme (colors denote detector affiliations) yields
(C) the lateral position ðx; yÞ and, by repetitive localization, a molecule
trajectory ~rðtÞ ¼ ðxðtÞ; yðtÞÞ. (Scale bar, 100 nm.) (D) Localization accuracy
σr versus photon number N. An isolated 24 nm fluorescent bead is localized
repeatedly for a varying number of total photons N. The spread of 10,000
independent localizations in each case is examined (Inset, Scale bar,
100 nm). The radial standard deviation σr ¼ ðσx · σy Þ1∕2 is found to scale with
N−1∕2 as expected.
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upon entry and exit reveals that about 2–3% of the fluorophores
are bleached during the transit. Consequently, we have chosen a
low enough excitation power so that the influence of bleaching is
sufficiently small, allowing a bias-free statistical analysis of
molecular diffusion and trapping (SI Text).

Tracking Plasma Membrane Lipids in Living Cells. Lipid labeling of a
phosphoglycero-lipid (phosphoethanolamine, PE) and of a
sphingolipid (sphingomyelin, SM) by the hydrophobic organic
dye Atto647N was the same as described previously (23) (Fig. S5).
The fluorescent lipid analogs were inserted into the plasma mem-
brane of living PtK2 cells by incubation with lipid-BSA-complexes
(23). Control experiments ensured a concentration of the fluo-
rescent lipids low enough for single-molecule measurements
(Fig. S6). We placed the focus at random positions in the lower
plasma membrane facing the cover slip and completed all
measurements so swiftly (<30 minutes) that no significant inter-
nalization or morphological changes in the cell could take place.
Flat membrane regions remote from the central nucleus and
discernible organelles were chosen to minimize the unwanted
background. The present experiments were performed in cell
medium at ∼23 °C. Lowering of the plasma membrane’s choles-
terol content was realized by cholesterol oxidase (COase) treat-
ment. For free diffusion controls we measured PE in a supported
lipid bilayer model. Excellent signal to noise ratios of 200 and
higher were obtained for the single-lipid transits (Fig. 2A).
Having count rates of up to 1 MHz for molecules passing the
center of the excitation spot, we chose N ¼ 250 photons as a
good compromise between experimental localization error and
temporal resolution. Instantaneous count rates directly deter-
mine the effective temporal resolution at one instant, which is
<1 ms and for much of the trajectory <0.5 ms.

Analysis of Lipid Trajectories. The statistical analysis of the sets of
trajectories we obtained by our method is designed to take into
account the nontrivial diffusion behavior expected for membrane
constituents in a living cell. Notably, the earlier dynamical study
by STED nanoscopy (23, 24) revealed non-Brownian behavior for
sphingolipids, with indications of much lower anomaly for phos-
pholipids and for sphingolipids in cholesterol-depleted (COase-
treated) membranes. This is fully confirmed by the mean squared
displacement (MSD) of our tracking data (Fig. 3A). Rather than
relying on the MSD, we build our analysis on the cumulative
probability of square displacements (36). This approach allows
us to superpose several, here two, regimes of diffusion and to
determine their relative presence in the translational motion
of the molecules. PðΔr2;ΔtÞ shall denote the probability that a
single-molecule will be found within a circle of radius Δr from
its starting point after a time Δt. Typically, 300–3,000 trajectories
are identified from a photon trace recorded for 5–10 min. Each
trajectory represents a sequence of spatial positions ~rðtÞ localized
for N ¼ 250 consecutive detected photons of a selected single-
molecule burst. From ~rðtÞ, a set of values for the square displace-
ments, Δr2ðΔtÞ ¼ ð ~rðtþ ΔtÞ − ~rðtÞÞ2, between two localizations
separated by variable time lags Δt is obtained. With the corre-
sponding set of time lags Δt, we may then construct a discrete
probability density pðΔr2;ΔtÞ by counting the number of square
displacements between Δr2 and Δr2 þ ΔðΔr2Þ and Δt to Δtþ
ΔðΔtÞ (SI Text). Single-photon information allows us to shift
the time observation window in steps that are smaller than the
temporal resolution, yielding more points and thus improved
statistical significance. We can rule out bias by this “sliding-scale”
analysis because we obtained similar results with an analysis
including discrete time-resolution increments only.

As a result of the finite observation radius R (in our implemen-
tation typically 120 nm), short step-lengths are reproduced more
often than long ones. Naturally, the longest trackable step goes
across the entire region with length 2R. We account for this

reduced probability of observing long steps by correcting with
the probability PtrackðΔr; RÞ of detecting a step of length Δr
for which both the initial and the end point lie within the circle
of radius R. Ptrack is equivalent to the convolution (overlap
integral) of two circles with radius R and center-to-center dis-
tance Δr (Fig. S7), that is

PtrackðΔr; RÞ ¼
2

π
arccos

�
Δr
2R

�
−
Δr ·

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4R2 − ðΔrÞ2

p
2πR2

:

We divide the probability density pðΔr2;ΔtÞ by PtrackðΔr; RÞ
before cumulation and normalization of the distribution.

Computing the cumulative probability PðΔr2;ΔtÞ in this way,
with increments ΔðΔtÞ ¼ 0.1 ms and ΔðΔr2Þ ¼ 50 nm2, reveals
marked differences for both lipid classes (Fig. 3B). While PE dif-
fuses and thus explores space quickly, i.e., PðΔr2Þ flattens with
longer lag time, SM shows a clear signature of dominant trapping
interactions and much less development of the spatial part of the
distribution with growing lag time. Depletion of cholesterol by
COase treatment reduces the trapping of SM, rendering its
diffusional behavior similar to PE. The supported lipid bilayer
control measurements exhibit free diffusion without obstacles
as expected.

In assessing our data further, we chose the simplest possible
physical model. It contains a mobile regime, represented by free
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Fig. 3. Diffusion of small organic dye labeled lipids in the plasmamembrane
of living mammalian cells. (A) Mean squared displacement (MSD) vs. time lag
Δt along trajectories for Atto647N-labeled lipids diffusing in a supported
lipid bilayer (SLB) and in the plasma membrane of live mammalian PtK2 cells.
The examples show PE, SM and SM after COase treatment. The deviation
from a linear dependence MSD(Δt), indicating non-Brownian motion, is low-
est for PE and largest for SM. The deviation from linear behavior starting at
∼ð95 nmÞ2 for SLB is due to the finite observation area (of radius R ¼ 110 nm
in this case). (B) Typical examples of the cumulative probability PðΔr2;ΔtÞ as a
function of time lag Δt and squared displacement Δr2 for all cases. Number
of trajectories: 972 (PE), 2518 (SM), 2879 (SM-COase), and 1764 (SLB). The
faster the lipid diffuses, the quicker it explores space, i.e., the more
PðΔr2;ΔtÞ flattens with longer lag time. SM shows a clear signature of domi-
nant trapping, which is substantially reduced after COase treatment.
(C) Results of global fits to PðΔr2Þ to a model containing a freely diffusing
and a strictly stationary regime. The fraction of time α spent in the mobile
regime differed substantially between PE and SM. PE was largely mobile,
though did show short trapping, while SM was frequently trapped and re-
mained in the stationary regime for most of the time. Cholesterol depletion
by COase treatment led to higher mobility of SM. Values of SM-COase vary
more strongly as the COase impact is somewhat variable.
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Brownian motion with a characteristic diffusion coefficient D and
a stationary regime during which the particle merely stays trapped
at a fixed location. The cumulative probability PðΔr2;ΔtÞ) then
takes the form (36, 37)

PðΔr2;ΔtÞ ¼ α

�
1 − exp

�
−Δr2

4σ2r þ 4DΔt

��

þ ð1 − αÞ
�
1 − exp

�
−Δr2

4~r2trap

��
;

where α is the (time-)fraction of the free diffusion regime, σr is
the experimental localization error, and ~rtrap is a parameter allow-
ing an estimate of the radius rtrap ¼ ð~r2trap − σ2r Þ1∕2 of the area
within which the trapping interaction takes place (SI Text).
The molecule in this model can, at any time, either be stationary
or mobile. The results of global fits to the cumulative distribution
of each dataset yielded the values as shown in Fig. 3C. In agree-
ment with the previous STED data (23, 24), D varies in the range
of 0.3–0.5 μm2∕ s−1, and the time fractions of the two regimes
differ significantly for the two classes of lipids. SM is dominated
by the trapped regime (α ≈ 0.30), while PE is largely mobile
(α ≈ 0.70) and SM under cholesterol depletion by COase nearly
reaches PE characteristics (α ≈ 0.65); i.e., trapping is strongly
reduced. The supported lipid bilayer measurements yield the
result for free diffusion: α≈1, as anticipated.

The values of ~rtrap ¼ 20 (SM), 22 (PE), and 21 nm (SM-COase)
extracted from the global fits help us to give an estimate of the
maximum range over which the molecule moves during the trap-
ping. They are in the same range as the localization accuracy
σr ¼ 19 nm, which was consistently found for our experiments
on the moving objects (SI Text). This demonstrates very localized
trapping interactions with crude estimations of rtrap ≤ 10 nm
(Table 1). The inferred trapping radii rtrap may contain either
a true lateral degree of freedom within a finite-sized trap, but
more likely reflect—at least in part—motion of the trap-lipid-
complex during trapping. In any case, they reveal that trapping
occurs on macromolecular scales and is possibly caused by tran-
sient molecular complexes such as lipid–protein interactions.

To ensure that the dye label had no observable influence on the
dynamic behavior of the lipids, two types of sphingomyelin were
tested. The first one was labeled by replacing the native long acyl
chain with a short acyl chain carrying the dye (see SM). The
second type was labeled at the head group, i.e., in the water phase
(Fig. S5). Both types were characterized by the same diffusion
constantD, the same time fractions α as well as the same trapping
radius rtrap (SI Text). These findings are in line with the observa-
tions of the previous STED-FCS measurements (23). One could
speculate that an elevated excitation power may result in
increased photobleaching, which should compromise the record-
ing of long traces of trapped lipids (24). This may lead to an over-
estimation of the (time-)fraction α of the free diffusion regime.

We have tested our method at various levels of excitation power
(5–20 μW, i.e., intensities of 5–20 kW∕cm2) and applied other
approaches, such as FCS, to ensure that our results are not biased
by bleaching. On the other hand, as for single-particle tracking in
general (19, 31–34), too low a brightness of the single molecules,
which in our case may result from too low an excitation power,
also leads to an overestimation of the values of α because short
traps can no longer be discerned from free diffusion. Conse-
quently, we have chosen a laser power of 20 μW to elicit strong
fluorescence response and limit bleaching. Since the values of α
gained with our method in any case represent upper bounds, one
can be confident that trapping occurs to at least the measured
degree and that major differences between SM and PE diffusion
are present (SI Text).

“Magnifying” Analysis of Lipid Trajectories. We performed an alter-
native (magnifying) analysis based on the direct examination of
individual trajectories. For free Brownian diffusion, as the lag
time increases, it becomes increasingly unlikely that a molecule
has not left a small circular domain. For a domain of diameter
d ¼ 60 nm, more than 97% of all molecules will have left the
domain after Δt ¼ 15 ms by Brownian motion, given the known
diffusion constant D of the membrane lipids (alternatively,
Δt ¼ 3.7 ms for d ¼ 30 nm). Focusing on the spatial extent of
long traps, we declared those instances where the lipid still re-
sided inside the circular domain after Δt as transient traps and
approximated the extent of the trapping area by determination
of the radial standard deviation ~r�trap ¼ ðσx · σyÞ1∕2 of the set of
all localizations during this time (SI Text). An advantage of con-
centrating only on trapped events is that it allows us to increase
the number of photons used for spatial localization to N ¼ 1; 000
and thus to increase the localization accuracy to σ�r ¼ 4.2 nm
(SI Text). The histogram in Fig. 4A shows the distribution of de-
termined values of ~r�trap of 8,724 selected trajectories of SM for a
photon binning with N ¼ 1; 000 photons (d ¼ 30 nm). From the
average value of ~r�trap ¼ 5.2 nm we can again estimate the area on
which the trapping interaction takes place, with an average radius
r�trap ¼ ð~r�2trap − σ�2r Þ1∕2 < 5 nm, which is even slightly lower than
the trapping radius rtrap determined before. We determined simi-
lar values of r�trap for PE and for SM in cholesterol-depleted cells
(Table 1). The trajectories selected for the magnifying analysis
represent the longest traps, potentially taking up the largest
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the trapping area with radius r�trap, as well as estimates of the trapping time.
(A) Radial standard deviation ~r�trap of the set of all localizations during a
selected trajectory and localization accuracy σ�r of the magnifying analysis
resulted in r�trap < 5 nm for N ¼ 1; 000; i.e., trapping occurs on the macro-
molecular scale (data shown: SM). (B) Trapping durations ttrap ðN ¼ 1; 000Þ
for PE, SM-COase and SM with exponential fits yielding characteristic decay
times of 3 (PE), 3 (SM-COase), and 17 ms (SM). The histograms were norma-
lized to the amplitudes of the exponential fit. Insets show two examples of
sets of all localizations during a selected trajectory. (Scale bar, 100 nm.)

Table 1. Results of single-molecule tracking of lipid diffusion

D (μm2∕s) α rtrap (nm) r�trap (nm) t̄trap (ms)

SLB 3.6 1 - - -
PE 0.4 0.7 11 3 3
SM 0.35 0.3 6 3 17
SM+COase 0.3 0.65 9 3 3

SLB: supported lipid bilayer; PE: Atto647N-phosphoethanolamine (live cell);
SM: Atto647N-sphingomyelin (live cell); COase: SM diffusion after cholesterol
depletion by COase treatment (live cell). D: free diffusion constant; α:
time-fraction of free diffusion; rtrap: radius of trapping area determined
by fitting PðΔr2;ΔtÞ (N ¼ 250); r�trap: radius of trapping area determined
by the magnifying analysis (N ¼ 1;000); t̄trap: trapping time determined by
the magnifying analysis (N ¼ 1;000). Standard deviations of values are
approximately 10–30%.
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area. This supports the notion that the trapping occurs on the
macromolecular scale.

Next, we plotted the distribution of trapping times ttrap of the
trajectories selected from the magnifying analysis (N ¼ 1; 000)
(SI Text), as shown for all three cases in Fig. 4B. Two results be-
came obvious. First, the number of selected trajectories was lower
for PE and SM-COase, stemming from the much lower extent of
trapping. Second, the distribution of ttrap was shifted to shorter
times in the case of PE or SM-COase, reflecting a much shorter
trapping time than for SM. Fitting an exponential decay to the
distribution of ttrap resulted in characteristic trapping times
t̄trap≈3 ms for PE, 17 ms for SM and 3 ms for SM after COase
treatment (Table 1). Because of the minimum accessible time of
∼4 ms of the alternative magnifying analysis, these values are,
especially in the case of PE and of SM with COase treatment,
a rather coarse estimation. In any case, these trapping times
are similar to those gained through STED-FCS (23, 24).

Discussion, Conclusion, and Outlook
The dynamical localization of individual fluorescent molecules in
two dimensions with simultaneous high spatial localization
accuracy (σr ¼ 10–20 nm) and temporal resolution (∼0.5 ms)
constitutes a substantial improvement in in-vivo single-mole-
cule-tracking. A major factor contributing to the high spatio-tem-
poral resolution of our tracking approach is the state-of-the-art
single-photon detection and recording that allows us to adjust the
spatial and temporal resolution. In addition, we envisage that the
single-photon mode will give access to other spectroscopic para-
meters such as fluorescence lifetime (e.g., via time-correlated
single-photon counting), color, or polarization anisotropy. This
is different from conventional camera-based tracking ap-
proaches, whose time resolution is linked to the camera’s frame
rate and for which access to spectroscopic parameters is more
difficult. Compared to the large field of view of a camera, our
observation area is currently limited to ∼250 nm in diameter, also
limiting the length of the trajectories observed. Yet, we collect
many hundreds of single-molecule transits through the focal area
in a single measurement. The potential of revisiting features of
interest with matched spatio-temporal resolution was illustrated
in this work by characterizing the spatial extent of the traps with
increased localization accuracy.

Our method offers flexibility when it comes to choosing
appropriate spatial and temporal accuracies to track the molecu-
lar motion of interest. Evidently, there are limits to achieving
both equally well. When using groups of N photons from our
photon stream to yield positions, the effective temporal resolu-
tion Δt, i.e., the time between two consecutive localizations, is
given by Δt≈N∕Q. The localization is subject to a similar uncer-
tainty of ΔA≈APSF∕N, where APSF is the area of the detection
PSF. It follows that ΔA · Δt≈APSF∕Q, i.e., the product of spatial
localization accuracy and temporal resolution, is roughly constant
in the experiment. ΔA · Δt varies slightly over the observation
area as the count rate from the molecule is highest at the center
of our excitation profile. It is interesting to note that similar consi-
derations apply to single-molecule-switching-based far-field opti-
cal nanoscopy schemes. By choosing an appropriate N, it is thus
possible to balance the spatial and the temporal accuracy as re-
quired. Single-molecule tracking is inherently challenged by the
fact that too large ΔA or Δt result in an averaging out of strongly
confined and/or short trapping events (19). Since the detection
PSF (APSF) can hardly be reduced anymore, future improvements
of the spatio-temporal resolution will mainly rely on higher
detection rates Q. This can be achieved by brighter fluorophores
(currently, Atto647N with Q ≤ 1 MHz), as implemented in
numerous single-particle tracking experiments by applying large
signal markers (19, 31–34), and/or an increased collection effi-
ciency afforded by one or two opposing objectives of high NA,

such as provided by a 4Pi microscope (38). Increasing Q by in-
creasing the excitation power may be challenged by bleaching.

We highlight that our approach of using a localization refer-
ence map deals with point-like detectors in arbitrary relative
configurations (the fibers need not be equidistant from each
other). Arrays of more than three detectors may be used, covering
a larger observation area, and axial (z) sensitivity could be
achieved by a tetrahedral arrangement (30–32) or similar.
Employing photoswitchable probe molecules within this method
to control the density of fluorescing entities could enable the
study of dynamics of individual molecules at comparatively high
concentrations (29, 39–41). Effects of molecular orientation were
not observed in this study. We cannot exclude them, but we
anticipate that they should average out over the timescale of in-
dividual localizations (typically 0.5 ms) because of fast rotational
diffusion in the molecular environment given.

Applied to rapidly diffusing plasma membrane lipids in living
cells, our single-molecule tracking method revealed transient
trapping on the macromolecular scale (rtrap < 10 nm). This is
in agreement with the reported confinement to 20 nm diameter
regions observed by STED-FCS (23, 24). Trapping of the sphin-
golipid SM is cholesterol-assisted and much more pronounced
than that of the phosphoglycero-lipid PE. In contrast to PE,
which exhibits a trapping for <30% of the time, SM shows a de-
viation from free diffusion for about 70% of the time. This dif-
ference mainly stems from the pronounced trapping duration of
>15 ms for SM compared to <4 ms for PE. As for the previous
STED-FCS measurements (23, 24), our findings support the no-
tion that a single lipid interacts only locally with other membrane
components, potentially by transiently forming complexes with
membrane proteins. While the complex (of several lipid and pro-
tein molecules) of which the trapped lipid is part may (tempora-
rily) be larger, our data indicates that the lipid itself dwells only
within <20 nm diameter areas. External induction may amplify
such domains (42).

The present method of quantifying molecular dynamics is com-
plementary to STED-FCS (23, 24). The direct access to the
spatio-temporal information of single-molecule trajectories is
essential to infer the location and the time of transient molecular
complex formation. However, the association and dissociation
rates of complex formation are more difficult to assess because
most short-lived complexes cannot be untangled from normal
Brownian motion. Conversely, STED-FCS measures these rates
quite easily, especially because it allows the observation of ano-
malous lipid diffusion through nanoscale foci of variable size. As
a method operating with molecular ensembles, STED-FCS cer-
tainly has a series of advantages such as its ease of use, its ability
to deal with various experimental conditions, and its short acqui-
sition time.

Gaining information about individual complexes clearly is the
realm of the present method. Studying the behavior of individual
molecules means that there must not be more than a single
molecule in the detection area at a given point in time. The
experimental price to pay is the requirement of an adjusted label
concentration and a longer acquisition time. Because the label
concentration is about two orders of magnitude lower than with
STED-FCS, the acquisition time (∼5–10 min) grows by about
this factor to achieve comparable reliability. The agreement
between the single-molecule tracking and STED-FCS results is
remarkable, because the two methods employ different metho-
dology and operate under different parameter conditions. In par-
ticular, the single-molecule tracking experiments were performed
at much lower light levels (∼5–20 kW∕cm2) than are found for
the STED irradiation (10–100 MW∕cm2). However, one must
bear in mind that the low light levels are applied at a wavelength
at which the dye absorbs light, whereas the more intense STED
beam features a longer wavelength, i.e., a lower photon energy
that is not really absorbed by the dye or the cell. Because
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we observed no difference, this is an indication that both ap-
proaches are valid, which reinforces our confidence in the STED
measurements in living cells. Obviously, being complementary,
both methods should also enable dynamical live-cell studies of
other molecules, in particular of proteins.

Materials and Methods
Optical setup. A confocal microscope was set up (Fig. 1A) using an oil immer-
sion lens (100×, NA ¼ 1.40, Leica) to focus the circularly polarized laser light
into the sample (by overfilling the lens back aperture). The dyes were excited
with a 633 nm continuous-wave (cw) Helium-Neon laser (Melles Griot) at a
power P≈5–20 μW, i.e., focal peak intensities of ∼5–20 kW∕cm2 set by a
power controller unit (LPC; Brockton Electronics). The collected fluorescence
passed through a dichroic mirror and filters and was imaged with a magni-
fication of 200× onto the input faces of three optical fibers, each coupled to a
single-photon avalanche photodiode (APD; SPCM-AQR-13-FC, PerkinElmer).
The optical fibers were arranged in closest packing such that their backpro-
jection into the sample forms a triangle with overlapping detection PSFs. We
used multimode step-index fibers with 100 μm core diameter (CeramOptec)
that were fused together at the common end, allowing an effective center-
to-center detector separation of ∼125 μm. The central fiber was used in com-
bination with two adjacent fibers (Fig. S1). The APD signals were recorded by
a time-correlated single-photon counting module (SPC-830; Becker & Hickl).
The channel information (1, 2, or 3) was preserved by a router (HRT-82; Becker
& Hickl). All experiments were performed with a stationary focus and the
sample stage at rest. We used a closed-loop piezostage (NanoMax; Melles
Griot, or Tritor 102; Piezosystem Jena) for the recording of reference images
and maps and for alignment procedures.

Samples. We immobilized fluorescent crimson beads of mean diameters
24 nm and 40 nm (Invitrogen) for testing the localization accuracy and for
recording the reference map. The beads were immobilized on coverslips with
poly-L-lysine (0.1% wt/vol in water) solution and embedded in Mowiol.
Sparse bead preparation enabled the imaging (localization) of individual
beads. Supported lipid bilayers were prepared as in Chiantia et al. (43)
(SI Text). We used the lipophilic organic dye Atto647N (excitation and
emission maxima at 645 and 670 nm, respectively; Atto-Tec) as a marker
in all experiments, whose structure (Fig. S5) has been determined in ref. 23.
We applied the fluorescent lipid analogs phosphoglycero-lipid N-(Atto647N)-
1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (PE, Atto-Tec) and
the sphingolipid N-(Atto647N)-sphingosylphosphocholine (N-Atto647N-
sphingomyelin, SM, Atto-Tec). While PE is labeled at the head group, i.e.,
in the water phase, SM is labeled at the water-lipid interface, by replacing
the native long acyl chain with a short acyl chain carrying the dye. We also
applied a head-group labeled sphingomyelin (N-dodecanoylsphingosyl-
[N0-(Atto647N)-phosphoethanolamine] (Atto647N-ceramide-phosphoetha-
nolamine, CPE, Atto-Tec); structures given in Fig. S5. For membrane incor-
poration into the epithelial cell line PtK2 and the cholesterol oxidase
(COase) treatment see ref. 23 and SI Text. Measurements were performed
at room temperature in the lower plasma membrane facing the coverslip.
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